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A CONTRIBUTION TO BOOTSTRAPPING 
AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES1 
ZUZANA PRASKOVA 
A sequence of random vectors elements of which depend on time-delayed observations 
of an autoregressive process is considered and the distribution of smooth functions of the 
sample mean of such vectors is studied asymptotically. Both classical approximation based 
on the Edgeworth expansion and the bootstrap distribution are developed. It is shown 
that the accuracy of bootstrap approximation is o{n~~) and therefore better than that 
of the normal one. Examples of studentized statistics that can appear in the analysis of 
autoregressive models are shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an autoregressive process AR(po) of order pa, 
Xt = &_**__ + . . . + bPoXt..Po +Yti t = 0 , ± 1 , . . . (1) 
and suppose tha t the following assumptions hold: 
A. l Yt are iid with EYt = 0, Var Yt = r
2 > 0 and EYt
8 < oo. 
A.2 The vector Y = ( Y ^ Y 2 ) ' satisfies Cramer condition, i.e. Vc? > 0 36 > 0 
such tha t supn^ ip^ |E ;exp(m'Y^)| < 1 — 6, where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean 
norm. 
A.3 Roots of the polynomial XPo - 6] A P o _ 1 - . . . - bpo lie within the unit circle. 
It is known that commonly used statistics like sample mean, autocorrelations, 
least-squares estimations of the autoregression coefficients and their studentized ver-
sions are functions of statistics 
. n -. n -. n 
-Ex<> ~J2xtxt-k, -Y,xik, k = o,i,...,P 
t-\ t-i t=i 
for some integer p > 0, tha t need not be equal to po. 
P a r t l y supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under Grant No. 201/94/0472. 
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Consider vectors 
Zt=(Xt,Xt-lYt,...,Xt..pYt,Y
2-T2)', t=l,2,... (2) 
and 
;„ = iyjz,. (3) Zr. 
n 
t=\ 
It can be shown that statistics mentioned above can be written in the form 
Tn = H(Zn), where H is a function of p + 2 variables, possibly dependent on 
parameters &i,...,&Po and r
2 . Obviously, E/.Zn = 0. Denote Sn = Var(-v/nZn) 
and assume further that 
A.4 Sn —• JC as n —> oo, where 17 is a positive definite matrix. 
A.5 H is a real function of p + 2 variables three times continuously differentiable 
in a neighbourhood of zero. 
Denote /<9H V 
1= - - — , i = l , . . . , p + 2) 
\ ^ * . / x=0 
( d2H \ 
_ _ _ , i , / - - l , . . . , p + 2 
dar.oV,- / aj=0 
In this paper we shall deal with bootstrap approximation of the distribution of 
H(Zn). Most literature on bootstrap technique is concerned with independent ob-
servations. Recently, some papers appeared solving the problem of validity of boot-
strap approximation for certain statistics of interest in linear autoregressive (AR) 
and autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) models. 
Freedman [8] studied bootstrap in a stationary model involving dependent observ-
ations which also covers an AR model with exogenous variables. Bose in [6] proved 
by using Edgeworth correction that bootstrap works for least-squares estimates of 
parameters in AR models. Basawa et al. [3] established the asymptotic validity of 
the bootstrap estimate in explosive AR(1) process. Paparoditis and Streitberg [13] 
proved that bootstrap works for sample vector autocorrelations in ARMA models. 
Kreiss and Franke [12] obtained bootstrap approximation for M-estimates of param-
eters in ARMA models, Praskova [14] developed Edgeworth expansion for bootstrap 
sample mean in the first-order autoregression. Some of these mentioned results can 
be considered as special cases of those for H(Zn) as stated in next sections. 
We shall prove that bootstrap approximation works for H(Zn) and establish 
the accuracy of this approximation. To do it we have to develop the Edgeworth 
expansion for the distribution of H(Zn) and for its bootstrap version as well. 
2. EDGEWORTH EXPANSION 
Let X i , X 2 , . . . be a strictly stationary sequence of &-variate random vectors with 
zero mean. It can be shown that under some conditions the distribution of Sn = 
n~ ' ( X ; + . . . + X n ) is asymptotically normal with zero mean and a variance matrix 
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27 (see [10] for references). Higher order approximations of the distribution of Sn 
are based on the Edgeworth expansion. Denote by ipn^s a signed measure associated 
with the Edgeworth expansion. Typically, in case of independent random vectors 




where po is normal distribution with zero mean and the variance matrix 27 and for 
r = 1,.. . ,8 — 2, Pr is a finite signed measure the density of which with respect 
to po is a polynomial independent on n with coefficients uniquely determined by 
the moments of _ _ i , . . . ,Xn up to order r + 2. For more detailed discussion on 
Edgeworth expansion for independent random vectors, both identically and non-
identically distributed, see the monograph by Bhattacharya and Rao [4]. 
Gotze and Hipp [10] established the Edgeworth expansion for sums of weakly 
dependent fc-variate random vectors under the following conditions. 
Let Xi, X2,... be a sequence of fc-variate random vectors on a space (Q,,A,P). 
Let there be cr-fields Vj and Vba = c({Jj=aVj). Assume that 
B.l EXj = 0 , j = 1,2,... 
B.2 __7)|_XTy (I*"*"1 < &+i < 00 for some s > 3 and j = _,2, . . . 
B.3 There exists a positive constant d such that for n, m = 1,2,... with m > „ - 1 
there exists a fc-variate, D"im -measurable vector Ynm for which 
_7|lX„-ynm | |<_-
1e-dm. 
B.4 There exists d > 0 such that for all m, n = 1, 2, . . . , A G D_oo, B G Vn
<
+m, 
\P(AC\B)-P(A)P(B)\ < _ - ! _ - * " . 
B.5 There exists d > 0 such that for m, n = 1, 2, . . . , „ - 1 < m < n, and t G IRfc 
with ||*|| > d 
/ / n-\-m A 
E E ЄXP i ť 2 X ; 
fc_:П — m 
Vj ,jфn < e 
-d 
B.6 There exists d > 0 such that for all m, n, r = 1, 2, . . . , A G Dn_£ 
l-lPf-ljP^ : j£ n) - P(A|_>; : 0 < | n - j | < m + r) | < dT1*'**. 
B.7 £ = limn_,oo Var ( n
- 2 J_"=1 X t ) exists and is positive definite. 
Let s0 < s be an integer equal to s if s is even and to s — 1 if s is odd. Let Vn,s 
be the Edgeworth expansion of Sn = n~
1/2(X1 + . . . -J- Xn) = y/nXn (for formal 
definition see Gotze and Hipp [10], p. 217.) 
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T h e o r e m 1 . Let / : IR —* IR be a measurable function such tha t | / ( .c) | < 
M ( l + ||.c||So) for every x ~ IRfc and a constant M . Assume tha t B . 1 - B . 7 hold. 
Then there exists a positive constant 6 not depending on / and M , and for arbitrary 
k > 0 there exists a positive constant c depending on M but not on / such tha t 
Ef(Sn)- í f(x)àфn>s(x) <o(n-(
s-2+sУ2) + cuj(f,n-k), 
where 
"(f,n~k) = | s u p {\f(x+y) - f(x)\ : | | y | | < n~k} <f>s(x) áx, (5) 
and (f)£ s tands for the normal density function with zero mean and the variance 
matr ix S. The term o(n~^s~2+s'2') depends on / through M only. 
P r o o f . See Gotze and Hipp [10], Theorem 2.8. • 
If {Xt} is a strictly stationary sequence, then i/Vi,* is of the form (4) (see Remark 
2.12 in [10]). Thus, the density of one-term Edgeworth expansion is 
\l + n~ip(x) fa(x), 
i 
where p(x) is a polynomial depending on moments of X\,..., Xn up to order 3. 
Now, we can establish the Edgeworth expansion for the vectors Zt and Zn given 
by (2) and (3), respectively. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let / : IRP + 2 —• IR be a measurable function such tha t | / ( .c) | < 
M ( l + ||.c||2) for every x ~ IRP + 2 and a constant M . Assume tha t A . 1 - A . 4 hold. 
Then there exists a positive constant 6 not depending on / and M, and for arbitrary 
k > 0 there exists a positive constant c depending on M but not on / such tha t 
^ / ( V n " Z n ) - j f(x)[l + n~ip{x)] <j>s{x) dx\<o ( n ~ ^ ) + cu(f, n~
k), 
where to(f,n~k) is defined by (5) and p(x) is a polynomial in x = (x\,. . .,xp+2) 
depending only on moments of Zt of order at most three. 
Coro l lary . Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 
P(^fn~~Zn eC)= / [l + n~%p(x)] 4>s(x)dx + o(n-%} 
uniformly for any convex set C C 1RP+2. 
P r o o f of Theorem 2. The assertion follows from Theorem 1 if we consider 
vectors Zt given by (2). We only need to check that assumptions A . 1 - A . 4 imply 
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B.1-B.7 with s = 3. The proving method is very close to that developed by Bose 
[6] who applied Theorem 1 to the vectors 
(Xt-iYt,... ,Xt-PoYt,Yt — r ) . 
Here we shall prove that the s tatement holds true for the vectors (2) and for any 
integer p > 0. 
It is well known (see, e.g., Anderson [1], Chap. 5.2.2) that under assumption A.3 





where \ck\ < c\p\ for a positive constant c and \p\ < 1. 
Let Vj be the cr-field generated by Y}. Then it can be easily checked that under 
assumptions A.1-A.4, conditions B.1-B.2, B.4 and B.6-B.7 hold for Zt given by 
(2). The assumption B.3 will be satisfied if we choose 
/ m m— 1 m—p \ 
Ynm = ( У ^ C f c Y n - f c , _ _ CкYn-к-\Yn, • • • , _ _ CкYn-к-pYn, Yn ~ T
2 
cкl n — к—p
1 n, t n *" 
a = o Іt=0 fc=0 
To verify B.5, we can proceed similarly as Bose [6], pp. 1713-1714. From infinite 
linear representation (6) we get 
_ f Cj-nYn + B i >n, 
j ~ \ B j < n, 
{ Cj-i-nYjYn -r B j -i>n, YnB j = n, 
B j - i <n, 
where B means a random variable independent of Yn (it can change even in the 
same formula). Now, denote 
oo 
in = / j ck^n — i — k, * — *•>••• iPi 
k = 0 
m — i 
&inm — / ck *_ fc+i+n j ' — -1 > • • • ; P, 
k = 0 
Cm = _Jcfci 
k = 0 
' nm — \^m, Ain T -t^inm, ' — -1, • • • > P) • 
Assumptions A. l and A.3 and the geometrical boundedness of ck imply that for 
all i, j = 1,. .. ,p, Ain, Bjnm are independent random variables and for m, n —> oo 
^nmO = (Ain + Binm,i = 1, . . . ,p)' • Z = (ZiX + Zi2, . = 1, . . . ,p)' 
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where Zn,Zi2 are independent random variables with the same distribution and 
same as that of J2T=o ckYi-k- Further, we can calculate that 
Cov(-%-.%) = Cov(Zi2,Zj2) = Cow(Xi,Xj). 
Thus, the dispersion matrix p of the vector Z is positive definite (see [7], Theorem 
5.1.1). 
Now, it holds for a vector t = (ti, •. • ,tp+2)' 
/ n+m y 
E Eexp lit' ] T Zjfc) Vj,j^n 
\ k=n—m / 
E\Eexp(i(t'0VnmYn+tp+2Y
2 + B)\Yj,j -* n\, 
where t0 = (tlt... ,tp+l)'. 
Denote 
tnm = ( * 0 V n m i *p+2) j * n = ( * n > * n ) • 
Then we have from (7) and A.2 
/ n+m , 
(7) 
E Eexpliť YJ Z< 
k=n — m 
-6 
Vj,j фn <E\Eexp(iťnmYn)\Yj,j^n\ 
<e-6P(\\tnm\\>d) + P(\\tnm\\<d). 
Let t\ + . . . + t2p+l + t
2
p+2 >d
2> d2/l2 for 0 < / < 1. First suppose that | |< 0 | | ^ 0 
and put a = ( a i , . . . , a p +i) ' = t 0 | | t 0 | |
_ 1 . Denote a 0 = ( a 2 , . . . , a p + i ) ' . We get 




2 > I2) = P(\alCm + a'0Vnm0\
2 > I2). 
If | | a 0 | | / 0, then 
r 
a i C m + a'0Vnm0 —• aiC + a'0Z 
where a i C is a finite constant and a'0Z has finite variance a'ora0. Thus, there exist 
at least two points xi ^ x2 G IR
1 and r > 0 such that P(h) > 0, P(h) > 0, where 
Ii = {a; G £1 : a iC + a'0Z G (xi -r,xi + r)}, 
h — {u € & : a iC + a'0Z G (x2 — r,x2 + r)}. 
For / sufficiently small the interval (—/, /) does not intersect at least one from the 
intervals (x± — r, x\ + r), (x2 — r,x2 + r) and thus 
PflaiC + a'0Z\
2 > I2) > min(P(h), P(I2)) > 0. 
Hence, we can conclude that for m > m0,n > n0, H(||£nm||
2 > d2) > e > 0. The 
cases ||o.o|| = 0 and ||t0|| = 0 are trivial. n 
P r o o f of Corollary. It follows from Theorem 2 if we put f(x) = Xc(x) (the 
indicator function of a convex set C), from the proof of Corollary 2.6 and from the 
Corollary 3.2 in Bhattacharya and Rao [4]. • 
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L e m m a 3. Let assumptions A.1-A.5 be satisfied. Then 
P | V n ( i V ( Z n ) - H(0)) < x(l'Et)*\ = $(x) + n~^Q(x)(t>(x) + o (n"-") (8) 
uniformly for all x, where <3>, 4> denote the distribution function, respectively the 
density of jV(0,1) and Q is a polynomial with coefficients dependent on moments of 
zt. 
P r o o f . Let A be the largest eigenvalue of the matrix S. On the set {||.2/n|| < 
n _ 2(Alogn)2} we have from the Taylor expansion that 
H(Zn) - H(0) = l'Zn + \z'nDZn + Rn, 
where I and D are as in A.5 and 
Hn = O p ( ( n -
1 l o g n ) t ) . 
From Theorem 2 we get, if we use properties of the normal density, that 
P (\\Zn\\ > i r * ( A l o g n ) * ) = o ( n ~ i ) . 
Thus, if we put ^/n Zn = C, we can write 
P | v ^ ( H ( Z n ) - H(0)) < x(fEl)$\ = 
(9) 
P {Z'C + 2 ^ C ' ^ C < x(l'Sl)^ + o ( n - i ) . 
Further, by using of Theorem 2 we obtain 
P (l'C + ^C'DC < x(l'Zl)^ =J[1 + n-^p(z)]<j>s(z) dz + o ( n ~ * ) , (10) 
where 
M = lz : ľz + -ţ—z'Dz < x(l'Sl)Û 
According to Lemma 3 in Babu and Singh [2] there exists a polynomial q in one 
variable whose coefficients are continuous functions of the elements of Z, D, £ and 
the coefficients of p(z), such that 
/ 1 + n"->(--)] </>s(z)dz = I fl + n---g(y)| <f>(y) dy + o [n~ -* J 
JM L J I-oo L J V ' 
= $(x) + n~iQ{x)(f)(x) + o ( ra - - j . D 
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3. BOOTSTRAP DISTRIBUTION 
Suppose that xi_po,..., XQ, xi,..., Xn are observations of the series {Xt} given 
by (1). Let b\,... ,bpo be consistent estimators of b\,..., bPo. Put 
Po 
Yt = Xt-Y,biXt^, t=l,...,n. (11) 
; - i 
Let V denote the arithmetic mean of Y\,.. .Yn and F*(x) be the empirical distri-
bution function based on Y\ — Y,..., Yn — Y. Given Xt, t = 1 — po,..., n, let 
Yt*, t = 1 — p,..., n be i.i.d. with the distribution function F*. Define xt* = 0 for 
t < —p and for t > 1 — p generate bootstrap values 
x; = hxu +.. . + 6Pox;_Po + Y; (12) 
and consider vectors 
Z*t = (X*t,X*t_lYt*,...,X*t_pYt*,Yt*
2-T*2)', 
where T*2 denotes the variance of Yt* with respect to the probability induced by F*. 
In the sequel, we shall denote this probability by P*\ the asterisk will also denote 
moments and other characteristics of the bootstrap distribution. 
In our next considerations we shall suppose that 
A.6 Estimators b\,..., bpo used in (11) and (12) are strictly consistent. 
Then the following results can be proved. 
Lemma 4. Under assumptions A.1-A.4 and A.6 
E*f(y^Zn) ~ J / ( * ) [ ! + n-
1'2p*(x)] <£_-.(*)) d* < o (n~*) + cu>*(f, n~k) 
holds for almost all sequences {x t} ; / , c and k > 0 are as in Theorem 2, p*(x) is 
the bootstrap version of p(x) and _>* means to where (f)^> is replaced by <j)*y. 
P r o o f . To prove the result we need to introduce a special truncation function 
defined in Gotze and Hipp [10]. Let g G C°°(0, oo) satisfy g(x) = x if x < l,g(x) = 2 
for x > 2 and g is increasing. For x _ IRP+2 define 
. [ x, \\x\\ <n\ 7 > | , 
1 (x) = < 
[ icn75r(||.c||n 7)/||a;||) otherwise 
and put U*t=T(Z*t)-E*(T(Z*t)). 
Let Gn be the characteristic function of n~2 ^ " _ 1 U*, let ipn(v) denote the 
Fourier transform of 
фn(x)= (l + n - V ( a ) ) ФsЛ*)-
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By using Lemma 3.3 in Gotze and Hipp [10] with the function K(n~kv) = 0 for \\v\\ > 
77-1n2 and a properly chosen ~ > 0, and following the proof of (15.34)-(15.37), The-
orem 15.1 in Bhattacharya and Rao [4], we get that 
E*f(y/n-Ž*n)- f(x)ф*n(x))dx 
< c\(M) t max I 
")J\\v\\<n~lni 
Dа(G*n(v)-фn(v)) dv (13) 
l«l<'"+3J||-;||<r,-xnt 
+c2(M)u*(f,n-
k) + o(n-±), 
where r = p + 2 is the dimension of the vector Zn, a = ( « i , . . . , ar), \a\ = a i + 
.. . + ar, D
a stands for the differential operator and constants ci(M), C2(M) depend 
on M but not on /. 
The integral on the righthand-side of (13) can be bounded from above by the sum 







Cr.«<|(« | | «ľ in-/-





and 0 < є < ү 
On the set \\v|| < Cn£ we get from Lemma 3.33 in [10] that 
\Da(Gn(v) - Mv))\ < c ( l + « ) ( 1 + H | 6 + | Q | ) exp (-c\v\\
2) »-*-« , 
where /?* is a bound of #*||Z*||4 . From here and from the fact that £*||Z*||4 -> 
E'||.~'t||4 a.s. (see Appendix) we can conclude that J\ = o ( n ~ 2 j a.s. Proceeding 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 in Bose [6] we get that J2 and Js, 
respectively, are of order o(n~~ j a.s. By a straightforward calculation we also 
obtain J4 = o [n~2) a.s. D 
Lemma 5. Under assumptions A.1-A.6 
P* (y/^(H(Zn) - H(0)) <x(l'E*iyA = ®(x) + n~
2Q*(x) <f>(x) + o (n~*) (14) 
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holds uniformly in x and for almost all sequences {Xt}. The polynomial Q* depends 
on the moments of Z*. 
P r o o f . It follows from Lemma 4 in this paper and Lemma 3 in Babu and Singh 
[2]. • 
Theorem 6. Under assumptions A.1-A.6 
sup|H* (yi(H(Zn)-H(0))<x(l'S*l)^-P (^(H(Zn)-H(0))<x(l'Sl)^ 
= o ( f t " ) 
holds almost surely. 
P r o o f . It follows easily from (8), (14) and the fact that Q*(x) —*• Q(x) a.s. (see 
Appendix). • 





where Yt satisfy A.l, then Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 hold true for the vectors 
Zt = (Xt-fi, (Xt-! -fi)Ytt...} (Xt-P - fi)Yt, Y
2 - T2)'. 
Let fi, b\,..., bpo be strictly consistent estimators of fi, b\,..., bpo. Then the boot-
strap values can be generated by 
Po 
x;-fL = J2hj(x;-j-ti-TYt*, 
where (for given values Xt) Y* are drawn from the empirical distribution function 
based on centered residuals 
Po 
Yt = Xt-ii-Y_h{Xt-i-P)-
Then Theorem 6 holds for the vectors 
z*t = (x; - fi, (xu -ix)Yi\...\ (x;_p - # Y;,Y; - T*
2)'. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Consider an AR(1) model 
Xt = hXt-i + Yt) \b\<l, (15) 
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where Yt are independent, identically and continuously distributed with zero mean 
and finite moments up to order 8. Denote VarY* = r 2 , EYf = 7713, EYt
4 = m4. By 
the straightforward calculation we get that the variance matrix of y/n Zn where Zt 
are the vectors (Xt,Xt_iYt,Y
2 — r 2 ) ' converges to the matrix 
/ T-h-ř- 0 & \ 
£ = 0 гbғ 0 
\ ЙГ> 0 m4-т
4 ) 
Suppose that r 2 , m 3 and m4 are such that £ is positive definite. For given 
observations XQ,X\, ..., Xn let 6 be the least-squares estimator of 6, 
b = Y,xt-iXt(itxLi) (16) 
f=l \ t = l / 
and XQ,X*,... , x* be the bootstrap values generated according to (12), Xt = 0 
for t < 0. We obtain bootstrap version b if we replace Xt by X* in (16). 
Example 1. Studentized mean 
It is known that under the above assumptions the statistic n~X = n~~ E1L1 Xt *s 
asymptotically normal with zero mean and the variance o2 = r 2 ( l — b)~2 (consult, 
e.g., [9], Theorem 6.3.3.) In [14] it was shown that bootstrap works for n~cr~1X 
with the accuracy oln~~) almost surely. Now, consider the studentized statistic 
t = vn—) 
a 
where ., n 1 , £ 
1 v-^ T7T 1 + 6 nh 1-
In the sequel, ^ will denote the summation over t = 1 , . . . , n. From (15) and (16) 
we have 
-2 iv^^q+^E^-i+E**-^ n r i 






-Z^^Xt, Z2 = ^Xt^Yt, Z3 = ^(Yt
2-r2). 
By using of Theorem 2 we can find that each from the following inequalities 
\Z2\> n~~\ogn; |Z3 | > n " logn 
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XQ > n* logn; X2 > n* logn 
hold true with probability o (n~~). Thus on the set of probability 1 _ 0 (n~i) 
get combining (17) and (18) 
t = ni(l - b) T-XZI (l - ^Z~3\ + op(n~$). 
Similar result holds for the bootstrap version t* = y/nX /&* where 
T = -yx;, a*2 = -yx*t
2l-±t. 
Now we can apply Theorem 6 with the function 
H(Zl,z2,z3;b,T
2) = (l-h)T-lzl (l - ^z3] 
and show that 
sup|P(t < x)-P*(t* < x)\ = o(n~i) a.s. 
Example 2. Studentized LS-estimator of b 
It is known that asymptotic distribution of n~(l — b2)~~(b — b) is Af(0,1) (see [7], 
Section 8.8). Bose [6] proved that bootstrap works for n~(l — b2)~~(b — b) under 
the assumption T2 = 1. Here we consider the studentized statistic 
where i , . „ /„ . N - I 
f J = i ^ , - t t l . 1 )
1 and S>n = f*(~2
X?-l) : 
Similarly as in Example 1 we have 
. _ r- JZXt-lYt  
b ~ (EYTEXli - (ZXt-iYt)2)" 
and utilizing the Taylor expansion we get 
(1-b2)1-- / b- l - \ n 
tb - yJn^-——L-Z2 \1 - —Z2 - -^Z3\ -r Rn, 
W h 6 r e p(\Rn\>en-'-)=o{n~
1-). 
Similar representation can be used for the bootstrap version 
b* -b / v - — b* -b n = ^ Л Ä 
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where f* and 5* are the bootstrap counterparts of f and Sn. Now, if we denote 
H(~i, z2, z3; b, T2) = z2 ( 1 z2 - - - z 3 J 
we get that / x \ 
sup |P(tj < x) - P*(tl < x)\ = o (n~2J a.s. 
Bootstrap one-sided confidence interval for b of level 1 — a is 
(b-hl_aSn, +oo), 
where /i* stands for 7-quantile of the conditional distribution of (6* — 6)/5* given 
by XQ ,X\,..., Xn. The coverage error of this interval is 
P(b < b - hl_aSn) = l-P* (5^1 < />*_a j + o ( n - i ) = a 4- o ( n - * ) , 
while the coverage error of the confidence interval based on the normal approximation 
is 
P(b<b-u1-aSn) = 1- $( i . i_ a ) + n " 2 Q ( u i _ a ) 0 ( u i _ a ) + o fn"*-J = a + 0 (
n~ V • 
Here w7 stands for 7-quantile of the standard normal distribution. We can also 
a nstruct two-sided bootstrap interval for 6, 
[b — hl__Sn, b—h*aSn). 
Some recent simulation studies dealing with AR(p) models (see for example Kreiss 
and Franke [12]) confirm that the bootstrap approximation is considerably better 
than the corresponding normal approximation for relatively small sample sizes. 
APPENDIX 
Suppose that Yt appeared in (1) have common distribution function F and recall 
that F* denotes the empirical distribution function based on estimated centered 
residuals Yt — Y,Yt being defined by (11). In the proof of Lemma 4, particularly 
when proving that integrals J2 and J3 are of order o ( n
- 1 / 2 ) almost surely, we need 
to assume that F* => F almost surely, where =>• means the weak convergence. Bose 
[6] uses this fact without any proof or reference; Kreiss and Franke [12] have only 
proved that F* => F in probability. Here we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. Under assumptions A.l, A.3 and A.6 
F*^F and / yk dF*(y) -> / yk dF(y) as n -> 00 
holds almost surely for k = 1,.. . ,8. 
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P r o o f . For distributions a and (3 with finite moments of order 1 < p < oo let 
us introduce the metric 
dp(a,P) = M{E\X-YY)-p 
where the infimum is taken over all pairs of random variables X, Y having marginal 
distributions a and /?, respectively. Now, according to Lemma 8.3 in Bickel and 
Freedman [5], it is sufficient to prove that ^ ( E * , F) —• 0 a. s. 
Let Fn be the empirical distribution function based on the random sample Y\,..., 
... ,Yn from F. Then, according to Lemma 8.1 in [5] 
d8(F:,F) < d8(F:,Fn) + d8(Fn, F) 
and according to Lemma 8.4 in the same paper 
d8(Fn,F)^0 a.s. 
Further, we have 
4(F:,Fn) <LJT(Yt-Y-Ytf < c (l^-Ytr+Y
8) , 
n 1=1 \ t=i J 
where c is a constant which can change in the sequel. According to (1) and (11) we 
have 
i n 1 n I po \ /
P o \ P o / i n \ 
;E«-*)'=iE EA-WJCH < EA-«»H £ U"->•"-'I 
t = l t = l \ j = l / \ ; = 1 / j = l \ 1=1 / 
The last term tends to zero a.s. which follows from the strict consistency of bj 
and the stacionarity and ergodicity of the sequence {Xt} (see [11], Chap. 4). 
Similarly, 
which follows from the same reasons as above and from the strong law of large 
numbers. • 
Now, we can notice that the moments EZt are smooth functions of the parame-
ters bj,j -= 1 , . . . ,po and the moments of Yt up to order 2k, 1 < k < 4 and that the 
similar relations hold between their bootstrap counterparts. Thus, from here and 
from Lemma 7 we can conclude that E* Zt —• EZt a. s. for 1 < k < 4 (see also 
[14] and [13]) for similar considerations and calculations.) 
(Received February 17, 1994.) 
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